and / = </>*H' -Ef -E*. As we blow up at only two points, it is readily seen that NE(X) = M>o/ + M>o^i + M^o^f which is already a rational closed cone. For later use, we also observe that l.Ei = 1 and Ef = (^l^) 3 = -1. PROPOSITION For the last statement, one observes that X is naturally a smooth toric variety and for smooth toric varieties, ample divisors are automatically very ample (Theorem of Demazure, see e.g. [Oda] Proof This argument is inspired by some remarks of Naruki [Nar] . We write /' fl S" = {pi,jP2,P3}, r' : T = 31(3%!^pa -+ 5', and r : T -* S for the induced map. Let Fi C T denote the exceptional curve over the point pi, so that KT = T'*KS> +^1+^2+^3= T*KS + Fz. Projection from the line /' induces a morphism fj, : T ->• P 1 ; the fibers of /i are intersections of 5' with hyperplanes containing V. In particular, the general fiber is a smooth plane cubic, i.e., [i is an elliptic fibration. Since S' contains no lines containing any of the p^ the fibers of fx are irreducible. Furthermore, the hyperplane class of P 1 pulls back to -KT = -T*KS -F 3 . To prove that -Ks is ample we apply the Nakai-Moishezon criterion: -Ks is ample provided that K^ > 0 and -KsC > 0 for each closed irreducible curve C C S. [GrHa] . Precisely, we require that no two of the points coincide, no three are collinear, and no six are contained in a plane conic. Implicit in our proof is a precise condition for when the blow-up of P 2 at eight general points is a Del Pezzo surface. In addition to the conditions listed above, we require that there exists no plane cubic passing through all eight points and singular at one of the eight. Equivalently, the pencil of cubic curves passing through the eight points should have reduced base locus. This criterion was suggested without proof in §26 of [Manin] . Proo/. If A G NE(JD) then A is the limit of a sequence {Ci} of effective one-cycles on D with rational coefhcients. By assumption, A.5 = 1 -ai -0,2 < 0 which implies that d.S < 0 for i large enough. In particular this shows that Ci C S for i large enough.
The ample cone Amp(X) is the interior of the cone generated by H + E 1 +E2, H + E! andH + E2. That is, a Q-divisor L
On the other hand, the sequence Ci.Ks has limit L(-H) = -1 + ai + 02 > 0. This imples that Ci.Ks > 0 for z large enough, contradicting the fact that -ifs-is an ample divisor in 5. D 
. The image of the Mori cone i*NE(.D) is a closed rational polyhedral cone generated by I + Ef, I + E2, Ef and E%. The image of the ample cone i*Amp(D) is the interior of the rational polyhedral cone generated by H, H + Ei, H + E2 and H + Ei 4-E2 (the nef cone).
Proof. Recall that the class I + Ef = 0*iJ /3 -E^ is represented by the proper transform of a line in P 4 which contains P2 and is distinct from £. Since D' is a cubic threefold, through every point of D' one may find lines [Harris] . The proper transform in D of one such line will have the class l + Ef. The same argument applies to / + ^f • Since the cone generated by / + Ef, I + Ef, Ef and Ef 1S precisely NE(X) with the classes considered in Proposition 2.6 removed, we conclude that it is i*NE (D) .
The statement on the ample cone is an application of Kleiman's criterion to .. = fd = 0. This has no nontrivial solutions for general f^s since there are more equations than variables. However, if p is a finite morphism then each ample divisor L on F d pulls back to an ample divisor on D (this follows from either the Nakai-Moishezon criterion or Kleiman's criterion), yet this pull-back divisor is the restriction of the divisor P 1 x L on X = P 1 x P rf , which is evidently not ample. This gives another (easier) counterexample to the Weak Lefschetz Principle.
The presence of a one-dimensional factor here is crucial (cf. Theorem 4.1). [Mori] and is essentially contained in [Wis] and [Kollar] . Proof Since Kp = KX\D + D\D, which is numerically strictly more positive than Kx, we know by Mori's theory that NE(X)K D <O is a finite polyhedral cone generated by extremal rays. Let R = EC with C = IP 1 be such a ray and (j) : X -» Y the corresponding contraction. We want to show that the class of C is also an effective class in D. If </ > has a fiber F of dimension at least two then D fl F has positive dimension and contains a curve with class in R. If all fibers are one-dimensional, Wisniewski's theorem shows that Y is smooth and either <j> is a blow-up of Y along a smooth codimension-two subvariety Z or </> is in fact a conic bundle. These cases are ruled out when dimX > 4 by an argument of Kollar (the Lemma of [Kollar] ). □
Positive results.

Products. It is trivial that the Weak Lefschetz Principle holds if X has
